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When you see something that is technically 
sweet, you go ahead and do it and you 

argue about what to do about it only after 
you have had your technical success. That 

is the way it was with the atomic bomb.

—J. Robert Oppenheimer
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1. A brief primer on data analysis.	


2. Three stories about technology 
and privacy.	


3. What’s broken about it?



Part 1:  The Power of Data



XXI



Privacy is about information





Disclosed vs. Shed







Structured vs. Unstructured











We shed structured data.



We shed lots of  
structured data.





“metadata”



We’ve gotten very good at 
collecting and processing 

lots of data.







What is “big data”?



—Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz,  “Big Data and Due Process: Toward A Framework 
to Redress Predictive Privacy Harms”





http://gking.harvard.edu/files/gking/files/0314policyforumff.pdf



Correlation vs. Causation



—Chris Anderson, Wired Magazine: Issue 16.07

“The End of Theory”



Hypothesis:



Tech Happens



Part 2: Three Stories



The Information Economy











Shed data.







Disclosed data.



The internet is a truth serum.







None of this is entirely new.





Capturing shed data.







http://krebsonsecurity.com/tag/target-data-breach/

70 million

http://krebsonsecurity.com/tag/target-data-breach/




http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/03/experian-lapse-allowed-id-theft-service-to-access-200-million-consumer-records/

http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/03/experian-lapse-allowed-id-theft-service-to-access-200-million-consumer-records/






What do you do?



A Cop’s Best Friend



United States v Jones 
 132 S Ct 945 (2012)







—Alito, J. Concurring in United States v Jones

[R]elatively short-term monitoring of a person’s 
movements on public streets accords with 
expectations of privacy that our society has 

recognized as reasonable. But the use of longer 
term GPS monitoring in investigations of most 
offenses impinges on expectations of privacy.



Automated License	

Plate Readers (ALPR)







United States v Knotts 
 460 US 276 (1983)



“Stingray” (IMSI Catcher)







Location data is 	

very sensitive.



But it’s easier to collect than ever.



And it doesn't take much.



—Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye, César A. Hidalgo, Michel Verleysen, & Vincent D. Blondel, "Unique in the Crowd: The Privacy Bounds of Human Mobility"



4!



It’s cheap.



—Kevin Bankston and Ashkan Soltani, “Tiny Constables and the Cost of Surveillance: Making Cents Out of United States v. Jones”



It scales.



—ACLU, “You Are Being Tracked: How License Plate Readers Are Being Used To Record Americans’ Movements”



It incentivizes broad collection.



“Collect it all.”







•Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)	


•Cybersecurity





Largest employer of  
math PhDs in U.S. 
(maybe the world)





NSA = Nerds



Nerds	

+ 	


Data







“Contact Chaining.”













Wait, how do they get	

this data in the first place?













And it’s legal?





Patriot Act, § 215 
(“certain business records”)



3rd Party Doctrine



Smith v Maryland 
442 US 735 (1979)





—Sotomayor, J. Concurring in United States v. Jones

More fundamentally, it may be necessary to reconsider the 
premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of 
privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties. . . . 	

This approach is ill suited to the digital age, in which people 
reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third 
parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.





— exchange during a hearing of the Senate Intelligence Committee, March 12, 2013

Sen. Ron Wyden: “[D]oes the NSA collect any type of data 
at all on millions or hundreds of millions of Americans?”	


DNI James Clapper: “No sir.”	


Wyden: “It does not?”	


Clapper: “Not wittingly. There are cases where they could 
inadvertently perhaps collect, but not wittingly.”



“I responded in what I thought was 
the most truthful, or least untruthful 

manner, by saying no . . . .”

— James Clapper in interview with Andrea Mitchell, June 9, 2013



Philosophy.



General Keith Alexander

Director, NSA Commander, U.S. Cyber CommandChief, Central Security Service



“Never Again”?



$



54?



13?



One.

— Gen. Alexander, Oct. 2, 2013, before Sen. Judiciary Committee



“Is this the best way to 
catch the bad guys?”









Part 3: So What’s the 	

Problem, Really?



Humans are bad at privacy.









How do you calculate 	

the price of privacy?



Privacy is really hard.



Encrypt Email?







The law gets weird.



Due process?





Standing?



Clapper v Amnesty International 
568 U.S. ___ (2013)



Like everything else,	

it’s about power.



Often, those doing the 
surveillance hold all the 

cards.



The Short Version…



Tech Happens



Stuff breaks.



We try to catch up.





—Richard Feynman, “The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Vol. 1”

The test of all knowledge is experiment. 
Experiment is the sole judge of 

scientific “truth.” ... But also needed is 
imagination to create from these hints 

the great generalizations....



Questions?


